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Abstract Ground observation is able to obtain highly

accurate data with high temporal resolution at observation

points, but these observation points are too sparse to satisfy

some application requirements. Satellite remote sensing and

system models can frequently supply spatially continuous

information about the Earth’s surface, which is impossible

from ground-based investigations, but remote sensing

description and system model simulation are not able to

directly obtain process parameters. The most effective

method for Earth surface modelling entails the integration of

satellite observations or system models with ground obser-

vations. However, the full integration was ignored in most of

the methods. For finding a solution for this problem, we

suggest an alternative method, high accuracy surface mod-

eling (HASM), which takes global approximate information

(e.g., remote sensing images or model simulation results) as

its driving field and local accurate information (e.g., ground

observation data and/or sampling data) as its optimum con-

trol constraints. HASM completes its operation when its

output satisfies the iteration stopping criterion which is

determined by application requirement for accuracy.

A Fundamental Theorem of Earth Surface Modelling

(FTESM) is abstracted on the basis of applying HASM to

simulating surfaces of elevation, soil properties, changes of

ecosystem services, and driving forces of the changes on

multi-scales for about 20 years. FTESM is described as ‘‘an

Earth’s surface system or a component surface of the Earth’s

surface environment can be simulated with HASM when its

spatial resolution is fine enough, which is uniquely defined

by both extrinsic and intrinsic invariants of the surface’’.

From FTESM, seven corollaries have been deduced, corre-

sponding to interpolation, upsaling, downscaling, data

fusion and data assimilation respectively.

Keywords Earth surface modelling � HASM � Satellite

observation � System model � Ground observation � Driving

field � Optimum control constraint � FTESM

Introduction

The Earth’s surface environment is an active and complex

place, at the interface of the lithosphere, the hydrosphere, the

atmosphere and the biosphere (Phillips 1999). An earth surface

system is a set of interconnected components of the earth

surface environment that function together as a complex

whole. Earth Surface modelling is generally defined as a spa-

tially explicitly digital description of an earth surface system or

a component of the earth surface environment (Yue 2011).

Earth surface systems are controlled by a combination of

global factors and local factors, which cannot be understood

without accounting for both the local and global components

(Wilson and Gallant 2000). The system dynamic cannot be

recovered from the global or local controls alone (Phillips

2002). In terms of the fundamental theorem of surfaces, a sur-

face is uniquely defined by the first and the second fundamental

coefficients (Somasundaram 2005). The first fundamental
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coefficients express the information about the details of the

surface that are observed when we stay on the surface. The

second fundamental coefficients express the change of the

surface observed from outside the surface (Yue et al. 2015a).

Ground observation can provide high accuracy data at

observation points, but observations at fixed positions are

confined within some limited dispersal points and not able

to directly calculate relative parameters at regional scale.

Satellite remote sensing can frequently supply surface

information of geographical and ecological processes, but

remote sensing description is not able to directly observe

process parameters. Remote sensing data can generate

information about the Earth’s surface that is impossible

from ground-based studies. The timing and extent of land-

cover change and the relationship between climate and

phenology highlight unique information that is available

only from satellite and airborne sensors (Chambers et al.

2007). However, maps derived from satellites observations

are patchy and cannot be used reliably as an independent

source of information for earth surface monitoring because

of the well-known limitations of satellite retrieval, such as

missing data for cloud-covered pixels (Emili et al. 2011).

The most effective use of remote sensing data is through

its fusion with appropriate field investigation. For instance,

utilizing a satellite image as secondary information

decreased the errors associated with yield monitor data and

also allowed better prediction in areas where no reliable

yield measurements were available (Dobermann and Ping

2004). In another application, Gross primary production

(GPP) and net ecosystem exchange (NEE) were simulated

by fusing meteorological data derived from the measure-

ments from existing weather stations, forest volume data

derived from a previous investigation, satellite data, flux

tower data and other ancillary data, which rendered the

simulation more stable and accurate (Chiesi et al. 2011).

Methods

The principle and basic methodology to model

the earth surface

In terms of the fundamental theorem of surfaces, a surface

is uniquely defined by the first fundamental coefficients

and the second fundamental coefficients. The first funda-

mental coefficients are used to express the intrinsic geo-

metric properties that do not depend on the shape of the

surface, but only on measurements that we can carry out

while on the surface itself. The second fundamental coef-

ficients reflect the local warping of the surface, namely its

deviation from a tangent plane at the point under consid-

eration, which can be observed from outside the surface

(Yue et al. 2015a).

If the surface can be expressed as z ¼ ðx; y; f ðx; yÞÞ, then

the first fundamental coefficients can be formulated as,

E ¼ 1 þ f 2
x

F ¼ fxfy

G ¼ 1 þ f 2
y

8
<

:
ð1Þ

The second fundamental coefficients be formulated as,

L ¼ fxx
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
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x þ f 2
y

q
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The first fundamental coefficients and the second fun-

damental coefficients must satisfy the following Gauss

equation set,

fxx ¼ C1
11fx þ C2

11fy þ
L

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
E þ G � 1

p

fxy ¼ C1
12fx þ C2

12fy þ
M

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
E þ G � 1

p

fyy ¼ C1
22fx þ C2

22fy þ
N

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
E þ G � 1

p

8
>>>>>>><
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ð3Þ

where C1
11 ¼ GEx�2FFxþFEy

2ðEG�F2Þ , C1
12 ¼ GEy�FGx

2ðEG�F2Þ, C1
22 ¼

2GFy�GGx�FGy

2ðEG�F2Þ ,C2
11 ¼ 2EFx�EEy�FEx

2ðEG�F2Þ , C2
12 ¼ EGx�FEy

2ðEG�F2Þ and C2
22 ¼

EGy�2FFyþFGx

2ðEG�F2Þ are the second kind of the Christoffel symbols.

If fðxi; yjÞg is an orthogonal division of a computational

domain and h represents simulation step length, the central

point of lattice ðxi; yjÞ could be expressed as

ð0:5h þ ði � 1Þh; 0:5h þ ðj � 1ÞhÞ, in which i ¼ 0; 1; 2; . . .;

I; I þ 1 and j ¼ 0; 1; 2; . . .; J; J þ 1. If f
ðnÞ
i;j (n� 0) repre-

sents the iterants of f ðx; yÞ at ðxi; yjÞ in the nth iterative

step, in which ff
ð0Þ
i;j g are interpolations based on sampling

values f�fi;jg, in terms of numerical mathematics, the iter-

ative formulation of master equation set of the method for

high accuracy surface modeling (HASM) can be expressed

as (Yue et al. 2013a; Zhao and Yue 2014),

�f
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where E
ðnÞ
i;j , F

ðnÞ
i;j and G

ðnÞ
i;j are the iterants of the first fun-

damental coefficients at the nth iterative step; L
ðnÞ
i;j , M

ðnÞ
i;j and

N
ðnÞ
i;j represent the iterants of the second fundamental

coefficients at the nth iterative step; ðC1
11Þ

ðnÞ
i;j , ðC2

11Þ
ðnÞ
i;j ,

ðC1
22Þ

ðnÞ
i;j and ðC2

22Þ
ðnÞ
i;j the iterants of the Christoffel symbols

of the second kind at the nth iterative step, which depend

only upon the first fundamental coefficients and their

derivatives.

The matrix formulation of HASM master equations can

be, respectively, expressed as,

A � zðnþ1Þ ¼ dðnÞ ð7Þ

B � zðnþ1Þ ¼ qðnÞ ð8Þ

C � zðnþ1Þ ¼ pðnÞ ð9Þ

where A, B and C represent coefficient matrixes of the first

equation, the second equation and the third equation; dðnÞ,

qðnÞ and pðnÞ are right-hand side vectors of the three

equations, respectively; zðnþ1Þ¼ðf ðnþ1Þ
1;1 ;...; f

ðnþ1Þ
1;J ;...; f

ðnþ1Þ
I;1 ;

...; f
ðnþ1Þ
I;J ÞT ¼ðzðnþ1Þ

1 ;...; z
ðnþ1Þ
J ;...; z

ðnþ1Þ
ðI�1Þ�Jþ1

;...; z
ðnþ1Þ
I�J ÞT

, f
ðnÞ
i;j

is the value of the nth iteration of f ðx;yÞ at grid cell ðxi;yiÞ;
z
ðnþ1Þ
ði�1Þ�Jþj

¼f
ðnþ1Þ
i;j for 1�i�I, 1�j�J.

If �fi;j is value of z ¼ f ðx; yÞ at the pth sampled point

ðxi; yjÞ, sp;ði�1Þ�Jþj ¼ 1, kp ¼ �fi;j. There is only one non-

zero element, 1, in every row of the coefficient matrix, S,

making it a sparse matrix. The solution procedure of

HASM, taking the sampled points as its constraints, can be

transformed into solving the following linear equation set

in terms of least squares principle

AT BT CT k � ST
� �

A
B
C

k � S

2

6
6
4

3

7
7
5z

ðnþ1Þ

¼ AT BT CT k � ST
� �

dðnÞ

qðnÞ

pðnÞ

k � k

2

6
6
4

3

7
7
5 ð10Þ

The parameter k is the weight of the sampling points

and determines the contribution of the sampling points

to the simulated surface. k could be a real number,

which means all sampling points have the same weight,

or a sector, which means every sampling point has its

own weight. An area affected by a sampling point in a

complex region is smaller than in a flat region. There-

fore, a smaller value of k is selected in a complex

region and a bigger value of k is selected in a flat

region.

Let W ¼ AT BT CT k � ST
� �

A
B
C

k � S

2

6
6
4

3

7
7
5 and, vðnÞ ¼

AT BT CT k � ST
� �

dðnÞ

qðnÞ

pðnÞ

k � k

2

6
6
4

3

7
7
5; then HASM has the

following formulation,

W � zðnþ1Þ ¼ vðnÞ ð11Þ

In terms of Gauss-Codazii equation set, iteration stop-

ping criterion of HASM is formulated as,

ðu1y � /2x � u2P � /1QÞ2 þ ðu2x � /1y � u1Q � /2PÞ2

ðQx þ Py þ u1u2 � /1/2Þ2\EI

ð12Þ

where u1 ¼ Lffiffiffi
E

p ;u2 ¼ Nffiffiffi
G

p ;P ¼
ffiffiffi
E

p
yffiffiffi

G
p ;Q ¼

ffiffiffi
G

p
xffiffiffi

E
p ;/1 ¼ Mffiffiffi

G
p ;

/2 ¼ Mffiffiffi
E

p ; EI is the iteration stopping criterion of

HASM determined by an application requirement for

accuracy.

HASM has been successfully applied to simulating

surfaces of climate change (Yue et al. 2013a, b; Zhao and

Yue 2014; Zhao et al. 2015), elevation (Yue et al. 2007,

2010a, b, 2012; Yue and Wang 2010), soil properties (Shi

et al. 2009, 2011) and the column-averaged dry airmole

fraction of CO2 (XCO2) (Yue et al. 2015c) as well as to

modelling ecosystem responses to climatic change (Yue

et al. 2015b).

From HASM, a fundamental theorem of earth surface

modelling (FTESM) can be reached, i.e., an Earth’s surface

system or a component surface of the Earth’s surface

environment can be simulated with HASM when its spatial

resolution is fine enough, which is uniquely defined by both

extrinsic and intrinsic invariants of the surface. The

approaches to Earth surface modelling include spatial

interpolation, upscaling, downscaling, data fusion and data

assimilation.
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Formulation of mean absolute error and mean

relative error

For validating spatial interpolation, data fusion and data

assimilation, the mean absolute error (MAE) and mean

relative error (MRE) are, respectively, formulated as,

MAE =
1

n

Xn

i

joi � sij ð13Þ

MRE =
1

n

Xn

i

joi � sij=oi ð14Þ

where oi represents the observed value at the ith ground

measurement; si the simulated value at the ith ground

measurement; n is the total number of ground measure-

ments for validation.

Spatial interpolation of climatic elements

Ground observation, a significant source of local informa-

tion, can obtain high accuracy data at observation points,

but observations at fixed positions are confined within

some limited dispersal points. Sparsely distributed data are

often unable to satisfy the data requirements of most

ecosystem change studies. One major problem is how to

estimate values for locations where primary data is not

available (Akinyemi and Adejuwon 2008). An earth sur-

face (a region) is controlled by a combination of global and

local factors, which cannot be understood without

accounting for both the local information and global

information (Yue et al. 2015a). If local information is

available only, the necessary global information has to be

extracted from the local information by geo-statistics so

that uncertainty of the spatial interpolation can be reduced.

Introduction of global information into spatial interpo-

lation by establishing statistical transfer functions (STFs) is

an efficient approach to improve the estimation error of

ecological variables for locations where primary data is not

available. For instance, a spatial interpolation of mean

annual precipitation (MAP) in China changes spatially as a

function of latitude, longitude, and topographic variation

(Yue et al. 2013a). MAP shows spatial non-stationarity and

must be estimated with geographically weighted regression

(GWR). In fact, most atmospheric moisture is derived by

the evaporation of ocean water and controlled by the

transportation of air masses from the tropics to the polar

areas. During this transportation, air masses cool down,

leading to continuous condensation and rain-out from low

to high latitudes on both hemispheres (van der Veer et al.

2009). Latitude and longitude can be used to reflect the

influence of general circulation and continentality on pre-

cipitation. Spatial variability of precipitation in complex

terrain is caused by the dependence of precipitation on

altitude and windward effects (Franke et al. 2008).

A statistical analysis of precipitation data from the 661

meteorological stations (Fig. 1a) demonstrates that pre-

cipitation has a close relationship with topographic aspect,

latitude, longitude and elevation. The STF of MAP under a

BOX-COX transformation was derived as a combination of

minimized residuals output by HASM with the GWR using

latitude, longitude, elevation, impact coefficient of aspect

and sky view factor as independent variables. The intro-

duction of spatial non-stationarity analyses into the inter-

polation of meteorological stations has greatly improved

the interpolated climate surfaces (Fig. 1c). For instance,

IDW was applied to interpolation of MAP in China during

the period from 1960 to 2010, taking a digital elevation

model (DEM) as secondary data (Fig. 1b); mean absolute

error of the MAP was 102.23 mm. The mean relative error

of the interpolated MAP decreased by 3 % due to the

combination of GWR with IDW; in addition, when HASM

is used, which has much better performance comparing

with the classical methods such as IDW, Kriging and

Spline (Haber 2012; Jorgensen 2011), the accuracy of the

interpolated MAP has been increased by 3 % (Yue et al.

2013a; Zhao and Yue 2014). In other words, an introduc-

tion of both GWR and HASM can make the accuracy of the

interpolated MAP increased by 6 % totally.

Data fusion of ground measurements and satellite
observations of elevation

Information on the earth’s relief is a key parameter for almost

any geoscientific analysis and for all precise land-oriented

applications and planning purposes (Murray et al. 2009).

Understanding earth surface processes relies on modern

digital terrain representations and depends strongly on the

quality of the topographic data (Tarolli et al. 2009). Digital

elevation model (DEM) was used as a basic data source to

extract topographic data (Alkhasawneh et al. 2014).

The equation of the Earth’s surface can be formulated as

z ¼ f ðx; yÞ where z is an attribute value of the earth’s

surface at location ðx; yÞ (Kerimov 2009). The initial

topography is created by the addition of the material onto

the surface of the layer and after the buildup of the con-

vective motion the topography of the surface of the layer is

determined only by the displacements of the material

particles lying on this surface (Birger 2010). This result

suggests that the small-scale convection in the mantle is

excited by the significant topographic disturbances caused

by thrusts occurring at the boundaries of the lithospheric

plates in the course of large-scale convection in the mantle.

The Earth’s surface obeys the conditions of uniqueness,

continuity, smoothness, and finiteness because the Earth’s
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surface height, as a vertical coordinate, is restricted in

space by the value of gravity and cannot be infinitely large

or infinitely small. Attributes of the Earth’s surface that can

be specially considered during the process of surface

modeling include lines of relief discontinuity, steep and

overhanging scarps, acute peaks, niches, caves, karst pits

and sinkholes, as well as other elements violating the

condition of smoothness. The shape of the Earth’s surface

was first expressed in terms of gravity at ground level (De

Gbaaff-Hunter 1937). The shape of the topographical sur-

face was calculated by means of gravity measurements on

that surface by solving two integral equations (Bragard

1965). The possibility of constructing potential expansions,

which would converge on the Earth’s surface, was explored

by generalizing the external expansion of the Earth’s

potential in spherical harmonics to the Earth’s surface

(Petrovskaya 1977).

Both F-and S-approximation methods have been

developed to simulate Earth’s surface topography. The

F-approximation of the Earth’s surface topography was

based on Strakhov method of linear integral representa-

tions and represented by means of the Fourier integrals

(Strakhov et al. 1999). The S-approximation was based on

the fundamental formula of the theory of harmonic

functions and specified by means of the Poisson integral

(Stepanova 2007). The harmonic functions were

employed to simulate the Earth’s surface where dis-

placements take place and can be picked up by Global

Fig. 1 a Spatial distribution of the meteorological stations with location information in China, b digital elevation model of China, c surface of

mean annual precipitation during the period from 1961 to 2010 in China
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Positioning System (GPS) measurements (Ionescu and

Volkov 2008).

Terrestrial Laser Scanner (TLS) and Airborne Laser

Swath Mapping technology (ALSM) are able to produce

sub-meter resolution Digital Terrain Models and high-

quality land cover information over large areas. The

Shuttle Radar Topographic Mission (SRTM) and the

Advanced Spaceborne Thermal Emission and Reflection

Radiometer (ASTER) have allowed detailed analyses in

large regions (Yue et al. 2012). Synthetic aperture radar

interferometry was employed to monitor surface elevation

changes in Jharia coalfield of India (Gupta et al. 2014).

HASM was used to simulate elevation surfaces on

multiscales by interpolation of ground measurements only

such as sampled points, data from digitizing topographical

maps and LiDAR point cloud. To improve accuracy and

efficiency of HASM, many approaches have been devel-

oped, such as adaptive method of HASM (Yue et al.

2010a), adjustment computation of HASM (Yue and Wang

2010; Chen et al. 2013a), multi-grid method (Yue et al.

2013b), and preconditioned conjugate gradient algorithm

of HASM (Yue et al. 2010b) as well as parallel algorithm

(Yan et al. 2015). Robustness on elevation surface simu-

lation of HASM has been analyzed in various situations

(Chen and Yue 2010; Chen et al. 2012, 2013b).

In short, two kinds of methods can be found for surface

modeling of topography. But they are methodologically

separated. One was based on theoretical deduction and

ground observations, whereas relies exclusively on satelite

observations.

A case study in Jiangxi province of China indicated that even

sufficient characteristic points from ground measurements,

totally 118,056 points in 166,900 square kilometers, were used

(Fig. 2), mean relative errors (MREs) of elevation surfaces

from spatial interpolation by using Kriging, IDW, ANUDEM

and HASM were, respectively, 33, 30, 30 and 28 %, while the

MRE was reduced to 11 % when satellite observations from

SRTM and the ground measurements were fused (Table 1).

Fig. 2 a Distribution of characteristic points, in which black dots represent characteristic points from ground measurements, b elevation surface

created by data fusion

Table 1 Errors of elevation surfaces from different methods

Method Mean absolute

error (m)

Mean relative

error (%)

Kriging interpolation 80 33

IDW interpolation 75 30

ANUDEM interpolation 78 30

HASM interpolation 69 28

HASM data fusion 35 11
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Assimilation of ground-based CO2 measurements
into the GEOS-Chem model

Observations and models are two broad sources of infor-

mation. Observations can be defined as measurements of

the system of interest. A model is an understanding of the

temporal and spatial evolution of the system of interest.

Both observations and models have errors (Lahoz et al.

2010). Observation errors include random, systematic

representative ones as well as discrete in space and time.

Model errors arise through the construction of models due

to a lack of understanding of the real world. The aim of a

data assimilation scheme is to use measured observations

in combination with a dynamical system model in order to

derive accurate estimates of the current and future states of

the system, together with estimates of the uncertainty in the

estimates (Nichols 2010).

Classical methods

NOAA’s Earth System Research Laboratory (ESRL) built

a new data assimilation system to integrate the diversity of

data into a consistent estimate of surface CO2 exchange

(Peters et al. 2005). This CarbonTracker system can

retroactively analyze the recent flux history of CO2, using a

state-of-the-art atmospheric transport model coupled to an

ensemble Kalman filter. Mole fractions of CO2 are deter-

mined with an accuracy of 0.1 ppm from surface air

samples collected around the globe and from tall towers

and small aircraft in North America. These measurements

form a record of integrated net CO2 exchange from mul-

tiple processes, geographic areas, and times (Peters et al.

2007). Retrievals of XCO2 from the near-infrared nadir

spectral radiance and solar irradiance measurements of the

SCIAMACHY satellite instrument between 2003 and 2005

are compared with global XCO2 obtained from Car-

bonTracker, which showed that the measured CO2 year-to-

year increase agrees within about 1 ppm/year with Car-

bonTracker (Buchwitz et al. 2006). The Carbon Tracker

was used to estimate net ecosystem CO2 exchange over

China for the period from 2001 to 2010, in which addi-

tional Chinese and Asian CO2 observations were input to

improve its estimation accuracy (Zhang et al. 2014a).

Carbon Tracker was also applied to estimate the carbon

flux of Asia by combining CO2 data from the Compre-

hensive Observation Network for Trace gases by Airline

(CONTRAIL) with ground CO2 observations distributed by

NOAA-ESRL and the World Data Centre for Greenhouse

Gases (WDCGG) (Zhang et al. 2014b).

In addition to CarbonTracker, a regional surface CO2

flux inversion system (Carbon Flux Inversion system and

Community Multi-scale Air Quality, CFI-CMAQ) was

developed by applying the ensemble Kalman filter (EnKF)

to constrain the CO2 concentrations and applying the

ensemble Kalman smoother (EnKS) to optimize the surface

CO2 fluxes (Peng et al. 2015). A framework, termed Tan-

Tracker, was developed for assimilating observations of

atmospheric CO2 concentrations on the basis of an

ensemble four-dimensional variation data assimilation

method (Tian et al. 2014), which is based on proper

orthogonal decomposition.

GEOS-Chem model

GEOS-Chem is a global three dimensional model of tro-

pospheric chemistry driven by assimilated meteorological

observations from the Goddard Earth Observing System

(GEOS) of Data Assimilation Office (DAO) of National

Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) of United

States. Development of GEOS-Chem model involved the

grafting modules of photochemistry, emissions and depo-

sition onto the original GEOS chemical transport model

(Allen et al. 1996; Lin and Rood 1996). GEOS-Chem

operated at 3- or 6-h temporal resolution depending on the

variable, at horizontal spatial resolution of 2� 9 2.5� and

on 20 sigma levels in the vertical (Bey et al. 2001).

Ground-based CO2 measurements

The ground measurements of CO2 were downloaded from the

World Data Center for Greenhouse Gases (WDCGG). The

WDCGG is one of the World Data Centers under the Global

Atmosphere Watch (GAW) program of the World Meteoro-

logical Organization (WMO). The WDCGG has been oper-

ating since 1990 at Japan Meteorological Agency. Under the

agreement between the Global Climate Observing System

(GCOS) and WMO/GAW, the WDCGG is charged with data

management and dissemination of value-added products to

facilitate more reliable monitoring and data analysis (http://ds.

data.jma.go.jp/gmd/wdcgg). The WDCGG gathers data about

greenhouse gases and related tracer measurements from

observation stations (Fig. 3). For consistent global analyses

using observation data from various stations conducted by

different laboratories and organizations, a synchronized

dataset is practical, with a common reference scale and no

gaps in the observation period (Tsutsumi et al. 2009).

Validation of GEOS-Chem model and data

assimilation

According to data availability, cross-validation was com-

prised of four steps: (a) 10 % of the ground CO2 mea-
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surements were removed for validation prior to data

assimilation; (b) GEOS-Chem model was operated on

temporal resolution of month during the period from Jan-

uary 2010 to October 2011 (Fig. 4a); (c) the remaining

90 % of the ground CO2 measurements were assimilated

into the GEOS-Chem model on spatial resolution of

2.5� 9 2.5�, for which HASM is employed (Fig. 4b);

(d) MAE was calculated using the 10 % validation set, and

(e) the 10 % validation set is returned to the pool of

available the ground CO2 measurements for the next iter-

ation. This process is repeated until CO2 concentrations at

all ground CO2 measurements have been simulated and the

simulation error statistics for each ground CO2 measure-

ment can be calculated.

The validation results indicated that almost all MAEs

from data assimilation were much lower than ones from

GEOS-Chem model, with an exception in February 2010

during the 22 months from January 2010 to October 2011

(Table 2; Fig. 5). MAEs of GEOS-Chem model and data

assimilation were, respectively 2.239 and 1.886 ppm on an

average. The data assimilation made the MAE of GEOS-

Chem model decreased by 16 %. It was also found that all

maximum absolute errors from GEOS-Chem model much

bigger than the ones from data assimilation (Table 2;

Fig. 6). The maximum absolute errors of GEOS-Chem

model and the data assimilation were, respectively

7.474 ppm and 5.073 ppm. Data assimilation made the

maximum absolute errors of GEOS-Chem model decreased

by 35 %, which means that data assimilation becomes

much more stable than GEOS-Chem model.

Discussion and conclusions

The approaches to Earth surface modelling can classified

into five categories: (1) spatial interpolation; (2) upscaling;

(3) downscaling; (4) data fusion; and (5) data assimilation.

Spatial interpolation is defined as predicting the values of a

primary variable at points within the same region of sam-

pled locations in terms of spatial data in the form of dis-

crete points or in the form of data partition (Li and Heap

2014). Spatial interpolation provides effective means to

construct a continuous surface from the discrete data

(Wang and Wang 2012). It takes advantage of limited

observation data to estimate the reasonable spatial distri-

bution by filling missing data.

The transfer of knowledge from a finer resolution to a

coarser resolution is referred to as upscaling in order to

mostly reduce computational costs (Schlummer et al.

2014). However, spatial resolutions of many models or data

are sometimes too coarse to be used for analyses on

regional or local scales. To overcome this problem,

downscaling approaches are developed to obtain informa-

tion at finer spatial resolution from the coarser-spatial-

resolution models and data. Uncertainties associated with

the transfer of information from one spatial scale to another

are mainly caused by 5 reasons; i) the spatial heterogeneity

of objects and process nonlinearities; ii) the scale depen-

dency of the characteristics of objects and processes; iii)

feedbacks associated with process interactions at small and

large scales; iv) emergent properties that arise at larger

scales through the interaction of small-scale processes; and

Fig. 3 Distribution of the fixed stations that contribute data to the WDCGG (http://ds.data.jma.go.jp/gmd/wdcgg)
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v) the time lags of system response to external perturbation

(Zhang et al. 2004). Data fusion is the process of integra-

tion of multiple data and knowledge streams representing

the same real-world object into a consistent, accurate, and

useful representation. The aim of data fusion is to improve

the quality of the information so that it is more accurate

than would be possible if the data sources were used

individually (Mitchell 2012). Since data from different

sources have varying accuracy and coverage, the benefits

of data fusion include improved system reliability, exten-

ded coverage and reduced uncertainty.

Data assimilation is the process by which measured

observations are incorporated into a system model. The aim

of a data assimilation scheme is to use measured

Fig. 4 Surfaces of CO2 concentrations: a generated by GEOS-Chem model, b created by data assimilation
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observations in combination with a system model in order

to derive accurate estimates of the current and future states

of the system, together with estimates of the uncertainty in

the estimates (Nichols 2010).

In terms of the FTESM, the following seven corollaries

can be derived:

Corollary 1 (Spatial interpolation) If an intrinsic

invariant is available only, HASM can be employed to

create the Earth’s surface or a component surface of the

Earth’s surface environment with higher accuracy after the

necessary extrinsic invariant have been extracted from the

intrinsic invariant by geo-statistics.

Table 2 Mean absolute errors

and maximum absolute errors

from GEOS-Chem and data

assimilation

Month Mean absolute error(ppm) Maximum absolute error (ppm)

GEOS-Chem Data assimilation GEOS-Chem Data assimilation

201001 3.568 2.901 15.226 7.747

201002 2.129 2.229 6.903 5.942

201003 2.297 2.146 8.554 6.683

201004 1.971 1.613 5.943 4.083

201005 1.76 1.517 5.229 4.168

201006 2.517 1.839 7.432 5.936

201007 2.592 2.248 6.825 5.715

201008 2.752 2.458 7.863 6.065

201009 3.025 2.682 9.541 6.119

201010 2.098 1.667 8.022 5.141

201011 2.163 2.042 7.118 5.268

201012 2.553 2.143 8.481 5.026

201101 2.441 1.704 7.633 4.379

201102 2.262 1.927 6.363 5.126

201103 1.416 1.399 4.504 3.899

201104 1.366 1.173 4.738 3.797

201105 1.866 1.621 6.033 4.528

201106 1.928 1.626 6.543 5.164

201107 2.439 1.715 6.855 3.553

201108 2.314 1.934 8.916 5.331

201109 1.913 1.386 7.757 3.452

201110 1.886 1.532 7.958 4.501

On average 2.239 1.886 7.474 5.073

Fig. 5 Comparison of mean absolute errors from GEOS-Chem with

the ones from data assimilation
Fig. 6 Comparison of maximum absolute errors from GEOS-Chem

with the ones from data assimilation
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Corollary 2 (Upscaling) If a surface on a finer spatial

resolution is transferred to an one on a coarser spatial

resolution, ground-based observations are necessary to

operate HASM for obtaining higher accuracy.

Corollary 3 (Downscaling) If a surface at a coarse

spatial resolution is available, it is necessary to suppple-

ment ground-based observations in order to obtain a cor-

responding surface at finer spatial resolution with higher

accuracy by means of HASM.

Corollary 4 (Data fusion) When remotely sensed data

from satellites are available, ground measurements have to

be obtained and incorporated before HASM can be used to

generate a more accurate surface.

Corollary 5 (Data fusion) When both remotely sensed

data from satellites and ground measurements are avail-

able, HASM can be used to generate a surface that is more

accurate than the one from either the satellite observations

or the ground measurements.

Corollary 6 (Data assimilation) When a system model is

available, a more accurate surface can be produced when

ground observations are incorporated into the system

model by means of HASM.

Corollary 7 (Data assimilation) When both a system

model and ground observations are available, a surface

can be produced by using HASM to incorporate the ground

observations into the system model, which is more accurate

than the one either from system model or from the ground

observations.
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